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Our Instruments

Our Family Company

Why our watches personify our values with every tick

Why we are committed to our family tradition

Mühle watches are time measuring instruments. An instrument is defined by the fact that it offers

To understand our traditional understanding of a wristwatch as a time measuring instrument,

a specific function and has to prove its worth in day-to-day use. This most definitely also applies to a

you need to go right back to the beginnings of our family company. Precise measurement and

Mühle watch, which doesn't want to be stuck in its case or even in a dark, cold safe for the rest of

a passion for precision have defined our corporate and family history every step of the way,

its life, but instead wants to and is able to be worn every day.

ever since Robert Mühle first laid the foundations for our successful development back in 1869.
When he founded his company in the German town of Glashütte, Robert Mühle focused on

Your Mühle watch feels most at home when sitting comfortably on your wrist and making the most

producing precise measuring devices for the local watch industry.

of the positive influence that your body temperature has on its accuracy values. Mühle watches also
love to always be on the move, especially out in the fresh air when you go hiking, cycling, camping,

His company soon established an excellent reputation and was quickly able to expand into a new

sailing ... the list goes on.

domain with its production of high-precision measuring instruments. In the decades after 1920,
"R. Mühle & Sohn" therefore went on to also become a supplier of car clocks, speedometers

Every watch produced by Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte is robust enough to keep up with

and rev counters for renowned

your active and athletic lifestyle, be it the elegant Teutonia or the sporty ProMare. The most extreme

automotive brands such as Horch,

example of the high standards that characterise our time measuring instruments is without a doubt

Maybach and DKW.

the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer. The captains of sea rescue crews have been wearing this watch for years
and rely on its support as they save sailors in distress. When it comes to sea rescue missions, time

Over the years, Mühle's passion

is of the essence and every second counts. The crews have to be able to successfully battle through

for precise measurement became

raging storms, crashing waves and thrashing rain.

a true family tradition and played a
monumental role when the fourth

It is therefore essential that the S.A.R. Rescue-

generation of the family introduced

Timer meets the same high standards that

the focus that still defines our

apply to the other equipment used by the German

company in the present day.

Maritime Search and Rescue Service (DGzRS).
It needs to provide precise time measurements
that can be read at a glance and above all has to be
robust enough to continue to do so in the harshest
of storm-force winds.
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ProMare Chronograph
A nautically inspired watch to put the wind in your sails

New

44.0

Anyone who thinks of a newsreader when they hear
the word anchor, milking cows when confronted with
rudders and colourful friendship bracelets when asked about
knots should probably stop reading right now. Everyone
else should definitely dare to take a closer look at and be
impressed by our new ProMare. This robust sports watch
suits a wide range of outdoor and water activities down to
a T, from sailing through to kite buggying and right through
to waterskiing. This active nautical focus also formed the
inspiration for the name of the new Mühle watch, which was

Movement: MU 9408, automatic with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte three-quarter plate, own rotor and characteristic Mühle surface

created from "pro" and "mare", a combination of Latin terms

finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction with a sunken button at the 10 o'clock position. 48-hour power reserve.

meaning "for the sea".
Case:

Brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed and double anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.
Ø 44.0 mm; H 15.4 mm. Water-resistant to 30 bars. Leather/rubber strap with a stainless steel pin buckle or stainless steel strap
with a stainless steel folding clasp.

Dial:

Black, carbon coated. Applied indices. Hands and hour markers coated in Super LumiNova

M1-42-04-NB
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ProMare Datum
Stay up to date at a glance

New

44.0

The ProMare Datum offers excellent readability with a
capital R. This not only applies to the fact that it allows
users to quickly read the time, but also that it boasts a
simple date display. The date display of the ProMare Datum
is a good 30 percent larger than that of comparable watches
and therefore deserves the honour of being the watch's
namesake in the form of the German word "Datum",
meaning "date".
Movement: SW 400-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes.
Stop-second. Fast date correction. 38-hour power reserve.
Case:

Brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed and double anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.
Ø 44.0 mm; H 12.0 mm. Water-resistant to 30 bars. Leather/rubber strap with a stainless steel pin buckle or stainless steel strap
with a stainless steel folding clasp.

Dial:

Black. Applied indices. Hands and hour markers coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-42-13-NB
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ProMare Lady
Nautical by nature

New

39.0

"Nautical by nature" is the motto of the ProMare Lady. This attractive
women's watch not only stands out due to our nautical values
of precision, reliability and excellent readability, but is even
produced using elements of the sea. The stunning mother of
pearl that adorns its face, for example, is a purely natural product
formed by molluscs such as pearl oysters.

Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second.
Fast date correction. 38-hour power reserve.
Case:

Brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed and double anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.
Ø 39.0 mm; H 10.6 mm. Water-resistant to 30 bars. Leather/rubber strap with a stainless steel pin buckle or stainless steel strap with
a stainless steel folding clasp.

Dial:

White (mother of pearl). Applied indices or diamonds at the 3, 6, 9 and 12 o'clock positions. Hour indices and hands coated in
Super LumiNova.

M1-42-25-NB
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S.A.R. Rescue-Timer
Built to withstand even the toughest of conditions

42.0

When developing our watches, we not only rely on our
own expertise but also factor in other influences and even
actively seek them out. The captains of the rescue fleet of
the German Maritime Search and Rescue Service (DGzRS)
were therefore significantly involved in the development of
the function and design of the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer. These
captains control the service’s rescue cruisers and answer their
call of duty to save sailors in distress in all kinds of weather.
This practice-oriented approach enabled us to create an extremely

Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second.

robust watch that is able to master every challenge. The time

Fast date correction. 38-hour power reserve.

measuring instrument is not only built to withstand powerful water
Case:

pressure but also boasts another impressive highlight in the form of its

Stainless steel with a rubber bezel. 4mm-thick anti-glare sapphire crystal with a reverse magnifier under the crystal. Screw-in crown.
Ø 42.0 mm; H 13.5 mm. Water-resistant to 100 bars. Rubber or stainless steel strap with a stainless steel folding class and an

four-millimetre-thick sapphire crystal. In combination with our particularly

extension. Screwed strap attachment bridges.

shockproof fine regulation, this strong material makes the S.A.R. RescueTimer a truly unshakeable timepiece.

Dial:

Black. Hands and indices coated in Super LumiNova, strongly luminous.

M1-41-03-KB
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S.A.R. Flieger-Chronograph
A back-up instrument for rescue pilots

45.0

Saving sailors in distress is a mission that requires a strong
and reliable team. The sea rescue crews of the German
Maritime Search and Rescue Service (DGzRS) and
the rescue pilots of the German Navy therefore work
together on a regular basis. The pilots support the sea
rescue crews by deploying their Sea King helicopters.
Creating a watch for the search and rescue pilots to
accompany the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer worn by the crews at
sea was therefore a logical step to take.
The idea behind the development of this watch was based on the

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte three-quarter plate, own rotor and characteristic Mühle surface

requirements of the Sea King helicopter crews. After all, although

finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction. 48-hour power reserve.

their helicopters are fitted with state-of-the-art technology, the watch
Case:

on their wrists is what determines the time measurements that are

Ø 45.0 mm; H 16.2 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Rubber or stainless steel strap with a stainless steel folding class and an

essential for their navigation. The rescue pilots therefore required a

extension. Screwed strap attachment bridges.

chronograph watch that not only enables them to calculate air speeds but
is also built to withstand even the toughest of conditions. The S.A.R. FliegerChronograph was our answer to these demands.
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Stainless steel with a bidirectional bezel. 2.5 mm thick, domed and anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.

Dial:

Black. Hands and indices coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-41-33-KB
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Seebataillon GMT
Sophistication down to the finest detail

45.0

Our S.A.R. models have established an excellent reputation
as particularly resistant time measuring instruments, so much
so that they enabled Mühle-Glashütte to attract the attention
of the "Seebataillon" naval force protection battalion of the
German Navy. We responded to this attention by developing
a special tactical watch with a useful GMT function for the

The Seebataillon protects the soldiers, ships and buildings of the German Navy in port or at sea. It is also responsible for protecting merchant ships

soldiers in this special unit. This new model recognises the

against pirates and carrying out embargo checks. In order to fulfil its duties, the Seebataillon boasts excellently trained units including boarding teams

frequent deployments of the Seebataillon outside of Germany

and marksmen, explosive ordnance disposal forces and mine clearance divers or field intelligence soldiers.

In order to provide its loyal service to soldiers both in Germany and
on the coast of Africa or in the Middle East, this watch not only has

Movement: ETA 2893-2, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes.

to be reliable, self-sufficient and precise but also particularly easy to

Second time zone / 24-hour display. Stop-second. Fast date correction. 48-hour power reserve.

read. Its face therefore features double indices at the 3, 6 and 9 o'clock
Case:

positions and a split triangular marking at the 12 o’clock position. This not

Water-resistant to 30 bars. Rubber strap with a folding clasp and an extension. Screwed strap attachment bridges.

only enables the best possible use of a luminous material coating, but also
precisely defines the position of the hand at the full minute mark. The reduced

Dial:

countdown bezel also contributes towards the watch's excellent readability, as
does its skeletonised GMT hand, which does not obscure the minute graduation.
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Titanium with a bidirectional bezel. 2.5mm-thick domed and anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.

Blue. Hands and hour indices coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-28-62-KB
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29er Zeigerdatum
Sail the seas every day with this time measuring instrument

New

42.4

This timepiece makes every day feel like a day at sea. The
moment you first look at the 29er Zeigerdatum, you are sure
to be impressed by its typical nautical colours and when
you look again, its somewhat unusual date display will grab
your attention. The date is shown by a white hand, the tip of
which contains a blue crescent that frames the current day on
the date scale on the blue-grey flange.
You can find out more about our entire family of 29er watches at
www.muehle-glashuette.de.

Movement: SW 221-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second.
Hand date with fast correction. 38-hour power reserve.
Case:

Brushed/polished stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Water-resistant to 10 bars.
Ø 42.4 mm; H 12.2 mm. Stainless steel strap with a stainless steel butterfly clasp or textile strap with a stainless steel pin buckle.

Dial:

White with a blue flange. Applied indices. Hour markers and hands coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-25-32-NB
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29er Chronograph
Sporty, dynamic and precise

42.4

Believe it or not, Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte
started out as a manufacturer of marine time systems and
marine chronometers. This is why many of our wristwatches
have nautical properties, for example our 29er models. The
29er gets its name from a small sailing dinghy used by young
sailing talents in their competitions in the Junior Championship
Class (run by the German Sailing Association (DSV)). The 29er
skiff boasts the reputation of being particularly quick, sporty and
dynamic and is therefore the ideal namesake for our 29er watches.
The only difference is that we use our intricate regulation to remove

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte three-quarter plate, own rotor and characteristic Mühle

all excess speed and instead provide precise time measurement. The 29er

surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction. 48-hour power reserve.

Chronograph is a prime example of such accuracy. Its timer function is a
Case:

particularly special and useful highlight for athletes in competitions and not

Ø 42.4 mm; H 14.2 mm. Stainless steel strap with a butterfly clasp or leather strap with a stainless steel pin buckle.

only proves its worth in sailing events but also in horse races, motor races
and the good old 5000-metre run. The stopwatch hand of the chronograph watch

Dial:

is red: a colour that gives it a sporty look and above all ensures that the stopped
number of seconds is particularly easy to read.
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Brushed/polished stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Water-resistant to 10 bars.

Black or white. Applied indices. Hour markers and hands coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-25-41-LB
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Work-out

Enjoy being different.

Teutonia II Chronograph
www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Teutonia II Großdatum Chronometer
The return of a legend

41.0

A Mühle legend is back on the scene: With the new Teutonia
II Großdatum Chronometer, our most successful family of
watches is returning to the roots of its family tree, which
now boasts a wide variety of branches. Back in 2002, our
model with the large date (German: "Großdatum") function
was simply known as the "Teutonia" and made a name for
itself as the start of a success story that has continued right up
to the present day.
You can find out more about our entire family of Teutonia watches

Movement: ETA 2892 with a Jaquet 3532 Großdatum (large date) module, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation,

at www.muehle-glashuette.de.

own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Chronometer certificate (Glashütte Observatory). Stop-second. Fast date correction.
46-hour power reserve.
Case:

Brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed and anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 41.0 mm;
H 12.7 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather strap with a stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges.

Dial:

Silver with a guilloche finish or midnight blue with a sunray finish. Applied indices. Blackened or glossy nickel-plated hands.

M1-33-75-LB
Limited edition: 250 units per design.
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Teutonia II Chronograph
An elegant business watch with a sporty touch

42.0

The Teutonia II Chronograph is living (and ticking) proof that
an elegant time measuring instrument can also be given a
more sporty orientation. This is, of course, mainly achieved
by giving the watch a timer function featuring totalisers of
the hour and minute counter that give the face a unique
dynamic appearance. The watch's diagonally positioned date
and weekday display adds to its sporty look.
Nevertheless, the Teutonia II Chronograph certainly fulfils its role
as an elegant business watch thanks to its elegant features. The
indices of its midnight blue or silver-coloured face, for example, are

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte three-quarter plate, own rotor and characteristic Mühle surface

applied by hand and bevelled on all four sides. The silver-coloured

finishes. Stop-second. Fast date and weekday correction. 48-hour power reserve.

face features an intricate guilloche finish with a fine, relief-like definition
Case:

created using a dye-stamping method, while the midnight blue version

H 15.5 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather or stainless steel strap with a stainless steel butterfly clasp.

boasts a fine sunray finish.

Screwed strap attachment bridges.

You can find out more about our entire family of Teutonia watches at
www.muehle-glashuette.de.
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Brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed and anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 42.0 mm;

Dial:

Silver with a guilloche finish or midnight blue with a sunray finish. Applied indices. Blackened or glossy nickel-plated hands.

M1-30-92-LB
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Teutonia II Kleine Sekunde
A blend of simple elegance and down-to-earth luxury

41.0

Out of the ordinary but not out of balance: The arrangement
of the off-centre second display at the 6 o'clock position
and the Mühle text at the 12 o'clock position give the face
of the Teutonia II Kleine Sekunde a particularly harmonious
appearance. The watch's balanced look is also complemented
by the combination of an elaborate guilloche finish and a sunray
finish on its silver-coloured or midnight blue face. These special
finishes are not merely for show, but actually give the face additional
structure and a particularly clear layout.
As is the case with all Teutonia models, this timepiece features applied

Movement: SW 260-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second.

indices that are attached to its face by hand. The combination of these

Fast date correction. 38-hour power reserve.

indices with the equally attractive and practical finishing of the watch faces
Case:

is a clear sign of the core statement behind this family of watches: simple

Brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed and anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.
Ø 41.0 mm; H 13.0 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather or stainless steel strap with a stainless steel butterfly clasp.

elegance and down-to-earth luxury. Teutonia watches are ideal for anyone

Screwed strap attachment bridges.

who wants to make a clear statement in their day-to-day business life!
Dial:

Silver with a guilloche finish or midnight blue with a sunray finish. Applied indices. Blackened or glossy nickel-plated hands.

M1-33-45-LB
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Teutonia III Handaufzug Kleine Sekunde
A charismatic companion

42.0

The Teutonia III Handaufzug Kleine Sekunde is a hand-wound
watch with a small second hand that is an absolute must for
any accomplished gentleman. With its classic chic and a slight
penchant for extravagance, it is a trusty companion that exudes
charisma at all times. In return, however, it does require a certain
degree of attention. The heart of the Teutonia III beats for watch
aficionados who give their hand-wound movement that care and
attention that it deserves, winding it at least once every 42 hours. If
they neglect the watch in this respect, it becomes an eccentric diva
and throws a tantrum, refusing to budge.

Movement: MU 9415, hand-wound with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte three-quarter plate and characteristic Mühle surface finishes.

Attentive wearers, however, are rewarded with a timepiece that is

Stop-second. Fast date correction. 42-hour power reserve.

factory-fitted with a combination of blued screws, ruby-red jewels and a
Case:

fine ribbing on the three-quarter plate that is characteristic of the Glashütte

Brushed/polished stainless steel with a fluted bezel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Ø 42.0 mm;
H 12.2 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Leather or stainless steel strap with a stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap

watchmaking industry. The watch's elaborately processed face ensures that

attachment bridges.

its appearance is just as perfect as its inner workings, with its five layers of lacquer
and polished finish giving it a special depth and a stunning enamel look.

Dial:

White, enamel finish with five layers of varnish. Blued hands.

M1-08-11-LB
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The Fifth Generation:
Thilo Mühle
Our family has now been driven by its passion for precise measurement for over 145 years. The
expertise that we have acquired over this time and the values to which our company always
remains true have been passed down from father to son throughout our history.
It therefore comes as no surprise to hear that Thilo Mühle (*1968) followed in his
father's footsteps and joined the family company in the year 2000. With the down-to-earth
approach typical of Mühle-Glashütte, Thilo Mühle initially took on responsibility for the
product development of our wristwatches. He then went on to share managerial
duties with his father four years later before finally assuming sole management
responsibility in 2007.
Thilo Mühle's career path is a prime example of what we at Nautische
Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte mean when we refer to continuity, tradition
and passing on knowledge to the next generation. After all, these
factors are all essential when it comes to ensuring that the expertise
incorporated into our wristwatches, marine chronometers and nautical
instruments will be preserved for many years to come. They also enable
us to rest assured that our time measuring instruments will constantly
be further developed because future generations will help to progress
our development activities with their new ideas.
Under the leadership of Thilo Mühle, such new ideas have not only
resulted in the development of the company's first hand-wound movement,
the MU 9411, but also, and above all, the creation of the Robert Mühle calibres in our
"R. Mühle & Sohn" manufacturing line.
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The Fourth Generation:
Hans-Jürgen Mühle
Hans-Jürgen Mühle (*1941) studied Precision Engineering and Optics in Jena before going on

After successfully completing this task, however, Hans-Jürgen Mühle left

to work at one of his father's company's suppliers. He was therefore very familiar with Mühle's

Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe GmbH because he saw his true calling in another area.

business activities and was able to carry on his father's work until our family was expropriated
for a second time in 1972. The company was first turned into a state-owned enterprise and later

Mühle was extremely committed to his family company and the tradition of his

integrated into the VEB Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe (Glashütte Watchmaking Plants).

forefathers and therefore decided to found "Mühle-Glashütte GmbH nautische

Despite the expropriation, Hans-Jürgen Mühle was fortunately able to continue to work

yet again fully focus on precision and precise measurement.

Instrumente und Feinmechanik" in 1994. By doing so, he achieved his desire to
for the company and when Germany was reunified in 1990, he was the Sales Manager of
VED Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe. In order to lead the company into the then introduced

He decided to apply the knowledge that our family had acquired in this field to

economic system, Mühle and four other colleagues were appointed managing directors.

the manufacturing of marine chronometers and wristwatches after getting to know such
measuring instruments as the Sales Manager of VEB Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe. Our family has
been producing high-precision marine chronometers, marine time systems and other nautical
instruments ever since this decision was made and two years later, the company also launched
its first mechanical wristwatch.
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The Third Generation:

The Second Generation:

Hans Mühle

Paul, Max und Alfred Mühle

Like many other companies in Glashütte, our family business was expropriated and dismantled in

Our ancestors earned recognition for the precision

1945. The expropriation of the company, which had been operating successfully for over 75 years, was

and quality of their measuring instruments at an early

a huge blow to our family. Its existing structure was completely torn apart and parts of the company

stage in the history of our company. At an exhibition in

were incorporated into the Zeiss factories in the German city of Jena under the name of "Messtechnik

Dresden in the year 1896, for example, they received the city's "Gold Medal".

Glashütte" (Glashütte Measurement Technology).
Thanks to their excellent reputation, the Mühle brothers were able to expand their manufacturing
Nevertheless, thanks to the third generation of our family, the name “Mühle” continued to be

activities focusing on measuring instruments to cover a new domain. In the decades after 1920,

associated with precise measurement. In December 1945, Hans Mühle founded a new company

"R. Mühle & Sohn" therefore went on to also become a supplier of car clocks, speedometers and

that later went on to become the only manufacturer of motion works for pressure and temperature

rev counters for renowned automotive brands such as Horch, Maybach and DKW. The company

measuring devices in East Germany. During this period of development, the number of staff at his

run by the Mühle family in Glashütte additionally produced counting devices and movements for

company increased from three to an impressive total of 60 employees within just a few years.

technical and scientific purposes.

Hans Mühle was born as the son of Paul and Elisabeth Mühle in 1903 and initially worked as a

These business activities enabled Robert Mühle’s sons, Paul, Alfred and Max Mühle, to

production engineer after completing his university studies. He was born with a passion for precise

successfully continue the company’s work. Their success story went on right up until the period

measurement, not only due to his paternal background, but also thanks to his mother, whose maiden

of commotion that took place after the end of the Second World War.

name was Stübner. The Stübner family boasted a strong reputation as manufacturers of chronometers
used to time the lighting of beacons. When Hans Mühle passed away in 1970, his son Hans-Jürgen
Mühle took over his father’s business, which was still a privately owned company despite the political
circumstances in the German Democratic Republic.
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The First Generation:
Robert Mühle
The history of our company began with a bold decision
made by our founder Robert Mühle. Mühle was born in
Lauenstein, a village located a few kilometres away from
the German town of Glashütte, in 1841. After completing his
apprenticeship with the watch manufacturer Moritz Großmann,
he ventured into business on his own and in 1869, he established a
company in Glashütte that manufactured high-precision measuring
instruments for the local watch industry and watchmaking school.
In doing so, he laid the foundations for a focus that has continued to
define our family history and our products right up to the present day:
our commitment to precise measurement. At the same time, his measuring
instruments were very much in sync with the times. When producing their
movements, the up-and-coming Glashütte workshops no
longer used the Parisian unit of measure but instead based
their work on the metric system, which had been newly
introduced in the field of watchmaking. From 1869 onwards,
the measuring devices and instruments required for this new
system were made by "Robert Mühle & Sohn".
With his precise measuring devices, Robert Mühle therefore
made an important contribution to the fine reputation of Glashütte
as the centre of the German watchmaking industry: In fact,
it was only because we worked with such great
precision back then that others were able to go on
to do the same.

44

The original location of R. Mühle & Sohn by the road leading into the town of Glashütte
Taken in around 1909: Robert Mühle (front row) with the members of his family
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Robert Mühle's Dial Gauges
The inspiration behind the M 29 Classic
Mühle watches are time measuring instruments with an instrument character that is the legacy of

Nowadays, we also place high value on the special robustness of our time

many years of tradition in manufacturing precise measuring devices. Our M 29 Classic aims to make

measuring instruments. This additional focus is the result of the ‘nautical

an excellent impression that clearly reflects this tradition at first glance, which is why we have based

transformation’ that occurred in our company history after the reunification

the design of its face on a Robert Mühle dial gauge. We were above all inspired by the fine scale

of Germany, when we decided to start manufacturing nautical instruments and

of our model 29 dial gauge. This scale clearly manifests the values that have been inherent in the

ship’s timepieces. The movement of our M 29 Classic watch is therefore equipped

development of our instruments right from the start, namely precision and the precise readability of

with our particularly shockproof fine regulation, while its case boasts a pressure

the measurement in question, be it the time or, in the case of a dial gauge, the depth of a drilled hole.

resistance of up to 10 bars.
If this model reminds you of our 29er Big, you're certainly not mistaken. The M 29 Classic
features the same case as the 29er Big watch, which was named after a class of sailing
boats. We decided to use this case to pay tribute to the historical use of the number
29 and it also acts as an ideal representation of how nautical and dial gauge traditions come
together to form the M 29 Classic.
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M 29 Classic
Born from a passion for precision

42.4

The M 29 Classic perfectly personifies our family tradition
of precise measurement. The parallels between this watch
and its historical prototype, the Robert Mühle model
M 29 dial gauge, are clear to see, right down to the finest
detail. The watch's clear scale clearly stands out against its
cream-coloured or black face, while its finely shaped hands
avoid using a counterweight, just like the dial gauge. Another
feature of the timepiece is its red hour indices, which not only
act as reference points but also underline the watch's instrument
character.

Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second.
Fast date correction. 38-hour power reserve.

You can find out more about our entire family of M 29 Classic watches
Case:

at www.muehle-glashuette.de.

Brushed/polished stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 42.4 mm; H 11.3 mm.
Water-resistant to 10 bars. Stainless steel strap with a butterfly clasp or leather strap with a stainless steel pin buckle.

Dial:

Black or cream. Black or glossy nickel-plated hands.

M1-25-57-LB
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Charter flight

Enjoy being different.

Terrasport I Chronograph
www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Terrasport I Chronograph
The legacy of the legendary pilot's chronograph

44.0

Time flies with our Terrasport model, not only because it
measures time like a classic pilot's watch but also because
it takes us back in time to the very beginnings of wristwatch
production in Glashütte. The German town has been a hub
for the production of elegant timepieces since 1845, but its
main focus was initially placed on pocket watches. It wasn't
until the end of the 1930s that the production of wristwatches
became more prominent in the form of precise and easy to read
pilot's watches.
At the height of their development, these time measuring

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte three-quarter plate, own rotor and characteristic Mühle surface

instruments were precisely designed to meet their intended purpose.

finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction. 48-hour power reserve.

Pilots were equipped with chronographs, on-board navigation officers
Case:

were given large observer watches and other crew members wore

Brushed stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0; H 13.6 mm. Water-resistant
to 10 bars. Stainless steel strap with a butterfly clasp or buffalo leather strap with a stainless steel pin buckle.

smaller three-hand watches. With the straightforwardness and precision
that are typical of Mühle timepieces, the Terrasport I Chronograph adds a

Dial:

new chapter to the history of the pilot's chronograph.

Black or cream. Hour markers and hands coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-37-74-LB
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Terrasport II
High-flying design with maximum comfort

40.0

The Terrasport II is characterised by its combination of classic
Mühle values and perfectly coordinated design accents,
with the delicate hands and clear numerals on its black or
cream-coloured face enabling wearers to read the time at a
glance. A second hand with a red end and a corresponding
red marker at the 12 o'clock position stand out in contrast
to the watch's black or cream background. On top of this,
the characteristic use of a triangle instead of the number 12
is an unmistakable reference to the aviation traditions of this time
measuring instrument.

Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second.
Fast date correction. 38-hour power reserve.

You can find out more about our entire family of Terrasport watches at
www.muehle-glashuette.de.
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Case:

Brushed stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 40.0 mm; H 10.0 mm.
Water-resistant to 10 bars. Stainless steel strap with a butterfly clasp or buffalo leather strap with a stainless steel pin buckle.

Dial:

Black or cream. Hour markers and hands coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-37-44-LB
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Terranaut I Trail
Instrument design without compromise

44.0

Precise time measurement is always an essential requirement,
be it on land, on the water or up in the air. The Terranaut Trail
not only bears witness to this fact with its design but also
with its name. While the "terra" part of its name comes from
the Latin word for "land" or "earth", its design is reminiscent of
that of the cockpit instruments used in aeroplanes. As a pilot's
watch with its feet on the ground, the Terranaut I Trail impresses
wearers with its generously sized case with a diameter of
44 millimetres, our precise MU 9413 chronograph mechanism
and an instrument design that makes no compromises. The best

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte three-quarter plate, own rotor and characteristic

example of this latter property is the watch's constantly rotating

Mühle surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date and weekday correction. 48-hour power reserve.

function display, which takes the place of the small second. In order
Case:

to enable wearers to accurately set the time of their watch down to the

Brushed stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm; H 13.6 mm.
Water-resistant to 10 bars. Synthetic strap with a stainless steel pin buckle or stainless steel strap with a butterfly clasp.

nearest second even without a second hand, one corner of the function
triangle has been given a special marking. This corresponds with the 15-second

Dial:

markings in the form of a grey cross.

Black. Hour markers and hands coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-40-53-NB
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Terranaut III Trail
The ideal companion for every adventure

40.0

The Terranaut III Trail is designed for all individuals who
feel most comfortable when away from the tarmac jungle,
whether it’s riding a mountain bike on a narrow mountain
path or attempting to conquer a rough and rugged mountain
pass in an SUV. The hands, hour numerals and hour indices of
the Terranaut III Trail are coated with sand-coloured luminous
material, which not only perfectly suits its name but also ensures
excellent readability at night.
You can find out more about our entire family of Terranaut watches

Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second.

at www.muehle-glashuette.de.

Fast date correction. 38-hour power reserve.

12
9

Case:

Water-resistant to 10 bars. Synthetic strap with a stainless steel pin buckle or stainless steel strap with a butterfly clasp.

3
6

Brushed stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 40.0 mm; H 10.0 mm.

Dial:

Black. Hour markers and hands coated in Super LumiNova.

M1-40-14/1-NB
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Ticking Differently

Components and Design

How a Mühle watch is made

What are the characteristic features of a Mühle watch

From the very first designs for the face and case right through to the final inspection of the finished

Just like our marine chronometers and marine time systems, our wristwatches are time

timepiece, a huge number of working hours and many different work steps are required before a

measuring instruments. When developing our new timepieces, we therefore focus on our three

Mühle watch can leave our production facilities in Glashütte.

nautical values of precision, reliability and perfect readability.

Mühle watches uphold the virtues of precise mechanics and high reliability, both of which can only

These values give our watches their typical Mühle appearance: straightforward, simple and

be achieved if every single one of our procedures is completed with the utmost of care. During the

without any frills. Clear lines and a design reduced right down to the essentials are characteristic

production process, we constantly carry out tests and measurements in order to ensure that the work

of every Mühle watch and play an essential role in enabling wearers to read the exact time at a

carried out so far meets our high standards. This approach is a natural outgrowth of our tradition. After

glance. We believe that this requirement is the elementary task that a watch needs to perform

all, Robert Mühle himself began manufacturing measuring instruments for the Glashütte watchmaking

and therefore make it our priority ahead of all additional functions.

industry back in 1869.
Our movements also have to meet our high standards
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Our company is now being managed by the fifth

when it comes to precision and reliability. In 2003, we

generation of the Mühle family and as is typical of

therefore designed our own fine regulation, which also

an independent family company, our many years of

ensures the accuracy of our movements in

expertise play an absolutely essential role in every

tougher operating conditions: the patented

aspect of our work. What complications make

woodpecker neck regulation. This unique fine

sense when used in a Mühle watch? What

regulation enables Mühle movements to be

properties does the movement need to have in

recognised at a glance. The woodpecker

order to meet our high standards in terms of precision

neck regulation can currently be found

and reliability? These are questions best answered

together with the corresponding balance

by a member of the Mühle family, which is why

cock in each of our three movement

our product development, parts manufacturing,

categories: from our "RMK" movements,

finishing and assembly teams all work in extremely

which are designed in-house, through to

close cooperation with Thilo Mühle. Our production

our "MU 94--" basic movements with

staff can also consult his father Hans-Jürgen Mühle

comprehensive

for advice and assistance at any time.

through to our "Mühle version" basic movements.

modifications

and

right
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Parts Manufacturing

Finishing

Why we make our components ourselves

Why a thousandth of a millimetre isn't precise enough

As soon as a new watch has been fully designed in our minds and on the drawing board, the first

Even though our CNC machining centres enable us to produce the workpieces for our movements

prototypes are made and examined. If everything lives up to our expectations, we begin our series

with precise measurements that are accurate to the nearest thousandth of a millimetre, we could

production. We expect every single Mühle movement to meet the highest standards in terms of quality

not produce a watch that keeps accurate time without the expert final touch of our finishers.

and precision, which is why we produce many of the components used in our movements ourselves.

In the first stage of the finishing process, each workpiece must first be deburred by hand. It is

Our state-of-the-art CNC machining centres enable us to precisely produce the components that we

then further processed in several work steps before being completed using finishing measures

have designed with measurements that are accurate to the nearest thousandth of a millimetre. These

developed especially for the component in question.

are then used as a basis for further manual processing in which the workpieces are transformed into
movement components ready for assembly in a step-by-step procedure.

All of the members of our team at Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte are first and foremost
watchmakers. All of the work that we carry out on our movements therefore initially aims to make
our time measuring instruments more precise
and more reliable. As a result, the decisions
that we make when producing our watches
are not only based on aesthetic but also, and
above all, functional reasons. These functional
aesthetics form the focus of our work.

Grainings: Alongside our functional finishes, we
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Special cooling oil: The cutter head drills into the brass base plate at a speed of over 40,000 rotations per minute. A special

also use grainings such as Glashütte solarisation

cutting and lubricating oil is used to cool down the metal from the heat produced during this process. The liquid also removes the

to improve the appearance of our movements for

metal shavings from the component at the same time.

traditional reasons.
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Assembly and Regulation

The Final Check

Why our watches are always slightly fast

How meticulous watchmakers can be

Our watchmakers at Mühle-Glashütte ensure that our watch movements are always in the best of

Once the regulation of the movement is complete and its functions have all been fully tested

hands during the production process. After all, we consider each of our movements to be an individual

one last time, the movement is encased, meaning that the face and hands are attached to the

and treat it as such. This is why when a Mühle movement is assembled, it is not handled by several

movement and the entire group of components is placed in the case. The new Mühle watch

different people but instead by one single watchmaker, who is responsible for both its assembly and

is now ready to go out into the big wide world. Almost, at least. Before a watch leaves our

regulation. The crowning glory during the assembly process is the mounting of the Mühle rotor. The

company, it still has to prove its qualities in a painstaking final inspection. For almost an entire

rotor is comprised of the oscillating weight and a middle segment that is engraved with the Mühle logo

week, our most experienced master watchmakers test the timepiece, examining aspects such

and finished with Glashütte solarisation.

as its precision, water resistance and flawless beauty.

Every Mühle watch is tested in all six positions in which a watch can be worn on the wrist during

The final inspection begins with a

the subsequent regulation process. Our patented fine regulation facilitates the particularly sensitive

careful run-in period during which

adjustment of the movement in order to achieve maximum precision. One of the key aspects of our

the watch is automatically wound

corporate philosophy is to ensure that

by a special watch winder. Once

Mühle watch wearers are never too

fully wound, we leave the watch to

late because of their time measuring

fully run down. When doing so, we

instruments. Being a bit early is more

not only check the power reserve,

polite than turning up late, which is why

but also confirm whether the watch

we regulate our watches so that they

complies with our required accuracy

are always slightly fast. Our internal

values for the different winding

limits in the regulation process are

states of the spring barrel.

oriented towards the chronometer
standard,

which

stipulates

that

movements must maintain a precision
of between 0 and a maximum of +8
seconds per day.
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The Patented Woodpecker Neck Regulation
Precision in even the toughest of conditions
Wearers of our watches need to be able to rely on them at all times. This is why our team at

Our woodpecker neck regulation gets its name from the characteristic shape of its spring, which

Mühle-Glashütte always goes above and beyond what is actually necessary. Our woodpecker

resembles the head and neck of a woodpecker. The watch can be adjusted as usual by turning

neck is therefore also used in Mühle watches that, unlike our S.A.R. Rescue-Timer, do not have

the fine regulation screw. This moves the woodpecker neck arm and increases or decreases the

to prove their worth on dangerous rescue missions.

effective length of the balance spring, while the specific momentum of the woodpecker neck
spring facilitates the particularly sensitive regulation of the watch. Once the watch has been

We developed our fine regulation in 2003 in order to ensure the accuracy of our movements

adjusted, the fine regulation screw is additionally fixed into place with a clamping screw.

in even the toughest of conditions. In the case of conventional fine regulations, hard knocks
and shocks may cause the regulator arm to jump up between the regulation screw and the
counter-pressure spring. This can in turn lead to changes in the position of the balance staff or
the regulation of the watch.
Our specially shaped woodpecker neck spring prevents the regulator arm from being able to
move upwards by slotting into a semicircular depression in the regulator. It therefore not only
pushes the regulator arm against the fine regulation screw from the side, but also pushes it

1

down onto the balance cock at the same time.
2

4

3

5

The components of our patented woodpecker neck regulation: 1) specially shaped Mühle balance cock; 2) woodpecker
neck spring; 3) woodpecker neck arm; 4) fine regulation screw; 5) clamping screw for the final regulation screw
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The Mühle Three-Quarter Plate
Keeping Glashütte tradition alive
We give our chronographs an extra-special technical treat in the form of our self-developed

As is traditional in the town of Glashütte, we have fitted our three-quarter plate with the

three-quarter plate. The three-quarter plate is a typical characteristic of high-quality Glashütte

classic Glashütte click, which significantly reduces the pressure on the ratchet wheel and thus

watches. It gets its name from the fact that it covers approximately three quarters of the

minimises signs of wear. The three-quarter plate additionally features a removable escape wheel

movement and serves the purpose of keeping the spring barrel, crown wheel, ratchet wheel

bridge. This component is not only highly attractive thanks to its red bearing jewel and two blued

and the entire gear train in a stable position.

screws but also, and above all, makes the watch easier to service by allowing the escape wheel
and even the entire escapement to be removed and cleaned more easily.
The three-quarter plate also enabled us to increase the durability, serviceability and aesthetics of
the basic movements (ETA 7753 and/or SW 500) that we use. Given that we not only install our
three-quarter plate in these movements, but also design the regulation, balance cock, automatic
bridge and rotor ourselves, we mark them with our own calibration marks with pride.

3

1

4
2

5

The components of the Mühle-Glashütte three-quarter plate: 1) three-quarter plate; 2) cam jumper; 3) ratchet pawl
of the Glashütte click; 4) retaining spring of the Glashütte click; 5) removable escape wheel bridge
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The Characteristic Mühle Rotor
Making efficient use of gravity
In order to ensure that a watch continues to function reliably and precisely over a long period of

A Mühle rotor consists of an engraved middle segment and a special semicircular ring made

time, all components of its movement need to work together perfectly: from the rotor through

of heavy metal, which reinforces the rotor's ability to rotate downwards due to the earth's

to the gear train and right through to the escapement and regulation. We have therefore not only

gravitational pull. This oscillating weight is connected to the outer edge of the middle segment by

developed our own fine regulation, but also pay maximum attention to our rotor.

four gold-plated rivets. We press a special ball bearing into the middle of this segment in order to
reduce friction, which is important given that the constant movement puts a particularly heavy load

The rotor is responsible for powering our automatic watches. The arm movements of the wearer

on the rotor bearing. In the final stage of the rotor-manufacturing procedure, the rotor is coated

cause the rotor to oscillate, thus enabling it to use its rotation to wind the watch. We ensure that

with a wafer-thin layer of a platinum-group element in a nickel-plating or rhodium-plating process.

this process occurs efficiently by manufacturing our rotor with our own equipment and based on

This gives it its impervious glossy silver surface.

our own designs. After all, it is essential that every aspect of our rotor is absolutely perfect and
produced with the lowest possible tolerances.

The development of a Mühle rotor (from left to right): a brass blank from parts manufacture, a deburred middle
segment with Glashütte solarisation and a finished rhodanised middle segment
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The Mühle-Glashütte Movements
Precision and reliability
The wristwatches produced by Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte not only stand out due

and above all their movements must be able to withstand the mechanical stress and strain

to their maximum level of precision but also their robustness and reliability. The best example of

involved when used in such a setting. In 2003, we therefore developed our own fine regulation,

these excellent characteristics is the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer, which has now been the wristwatch

which ensures the accuracy of our movement in even the toughest of conditions. All of the

of choice on the rescue cruisers of the German Maritime Search and Rescue Service (DGzRS)

movements that we have developed ourselves are fitted with our woodpecker neck regulation.

for an impressive total of over ten years. As can be expected, the cases of our timepieces

We also use our regulation in field-tested movements that we obtain from Swiss manufacturers
and then modify and finish in accordance with our high standards. You can find a selection of
these movements and information on their most important functions below.

MU 9415

Hand-wound with a woodpecker neck regulation and
Glashütte three-quarter plate. Ø 25.6 mm; H 3.4 mm.
42-hour power reserve. Functions: hour, minute and
second with stop-second; date with fast date correction.
Characteristic Mühle surface finishes with blued
screws, solarisation on the crown and ratchet wheel and
crossgraining on the three-quarter plate and balance cock.
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MU 9413

Automatically wound with a woodpecker neck regulation,
Glashütte three-quarter plate and Mühle rotor (removed
in the image). Ø 30.0 mm; H 7.9 mm. 48-hour power
reserve. Functions: hour, minute and small second with
stop-second; chronograph with stop-second, 30-minute
and 12-hour counters, fast date correction and, where
applicable, weekday correction. Characteristic Mühle
surface finishes with blued screws, Glashütte solarisation
and perlage.

ETA 2893-2

SW 200-1

Mühle version

Mühle version

Automatically wound with a woodpecker neck regulation
and Mühle rotor. Ø 25.6 mm; H 4.1 mm. 48-hour power
reserve. Functions: hour, minute and second with stopsecond; a second time zone and/or 24-hour display; date
with fast date correction. Characteristic Mühle surface
finishes with blued screws, Glashütte solarisation and
perlage.

Automatically wound with a woodpecker neck
regulation and Mühle rotor. Ø 25.6 mm; H 4.6 mm.
38-hour power reserve. Functions: hour, minute
and second with stop-second; date with fast date
correction. Characteristic Mühle surface finishes with
blued screws, Glashütte solarisation and perlage.
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